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Abstract:

Some logic operations in digital design are still not deeply explored or

researched. There are several relationships, such as the invene (complement)

reiafionship, between the different logic operations. In this paper the inverse

relationship between some logic operations will be demonstrated and completely

discussed. This will pave the way for a better underbtanding of the logic operations

and lay the foundation for developing new computer related algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Boolean algebra is the backbone of computer software and hardware systems.

Such a phenomenon may be exploited for the purpose of developing new

computer applications.

In this paper severai inverse relationships between logic operations will be

investigated, namely, the inverse relationship between the exclusive-OR and the

equivalence, previously discussed by other authors [1-14], and tle inverse

between the inhibition and the implication [4, 5, 8,10].

2. Exclusive-OR and Equivalence Functions:

These two functions are both corffnutative and associative and are the

complements of each other for two-variable functions [1-6] as follows:

The exclusive-OR@XOR): x @ y = rl y + 
"yl

The complement :

The equivalence 1 2c=y--*'y'+ry

Therefore, the complement of EXOR is equal to the equivalence for two-variable

functions. Furthermore, the EXOR is an odd function (is equal to one when the

total number of i's in the input variables is odd) [4,5], and the equivalence is an

even functions for two variables (is equal to one when the total number of l's in

the input variables is even), as depicted by the following truth tables:

1,e v1' =Q' , * o'l
=G. r') (,' .,)
=r/ yl *ry
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X Y x@y

0 0 0

0 I I

1 0 I

I 1 0
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But for more than two variables the relationship between the EXOR and the

equivalence will be something different as follows:

s- Three-variable function:

(* e y) e 
" = (r' y * ry' )e, = (t' y * ry' l, * {"' y *'y' ) "'

=(t' ,' * r) , + rt 1or + xyt ,t
=tl yl t+*y"+"ly"l +tyl"l
=mt+m2+m4+m?
=2Q,2,4,7) in sum of minterms Torn[l,s]

(, = y)=, =(rt y' * 'y )= " =(r' y' * ryl "' +(/ / * w) "
=G, ,*ry') "' +r' yt ,+ry,
=*' ,r' +ty' "' +xl yl"+4n
=mt + m2 + m4 + m.t -l$,Z,l,l)

x Y x=y

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

I 1 I
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The truth table for these functions is the following:

ft ir "t"* 
tn"t tt" EXOR *d equivalence are equal for three-

and they are odd functions'

b- Four-variable function

= (rn e r)e (y e z ) = $,/, *./)e\v' 
" 

* v,')

=(*',*.t'l(y' " 
* y"')*(n't **t').(r' ,* r/1.

--(*' I .,,J (Y'' * Y'')*\''' * *.t ) b' / * Y')

=r/rl yl"**lrly"/ +*ry| , +ory"| *nltyl"l **/ry
= mt+ m2+m4 + m1 +m8+mll+mB+mU

=l('z'+'t't'tt'nx) t4'4

xyz r@y@z x=y=z

000 0 0

001 I 1

010 1 1

011 0 0

100 I 1

101 0 0

110 0 0

111 I I
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12 = (w = x)= $, = ")=(., r, + -r)=$,t "/ * y")

=(.,,,*,-l(r, ,, *r,l *(-,,, **,) b, ,,**)
=(.,, *.r,) (t,, * y",')*(., r' * *,)' (,,, * 11'
=.lryl "+*/ ty"/ **r/yl"+nly", *r, ,,rl", *.r*r y**ryr 

"/ * *4o
= mO + m3 + m5 + m6 * m9 + m1g + ml2 + m15

= | (0,:,s,o,e,r o,r z,r s)

n / = | (t,z,n,t,t,t r,t z,t +)

Therefore, the complement of the equivarence is equar to the EXOR for 4_variable

functions, and the EXOR (4) is an odd function, but equivalence (r, ) is aa even

function.

c- Five-variable function

F, =v@w@x@ y@ z

Where, w@.r@y e z =l(t,z,l,t,u 1,13J4)

Therefore,

Ii =vo(rzr +m2+m4+m7 +mB+m11 +-1g+ms)
=v(m1+ n2 + m4 +m1 +ma +mtt+mg + mp)/ +ut (m1 +^2+m4 +mj +mB+mtt +m13 + m14)
=|fuo + 

^r + m 5 + m6 + mg + mrc + mp + m15) + u./ (*l + m2- + m 4 + mj + m8 + m1 1 + m13 + m14)=lm6 + mp + m2t + m22 + m2s + m26 * _ra *.3r) * (., *), * 
^o 

+ m.r + nB + m11 + m13 + m14)=l(t,z,t,t,t,rt,tz,t4,t6,tg,2r,22,2s,262Wt)

Where, vzo = vd xl y/z/ = mrs

Aad v/m, = v, w, x, y, z = m,
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Fr=v=w=a.=y=z

Where, u = :r = y = z --l(0 ),5,6,9,10,12,1 5)

Therefore,

F2 = v = (mg + m3 +mS+m6+ mg + mtg+ m12+ m15)

= vl (mo + m3 + ms + m6 + mg + mro + mn +.15f + uQrg + m3 + m5 + m6 + mg + m1g + mn + \5)
=vl (mt + m2+ m4+ m-t + mB+ m\+mt3 + ry4)+v(mg + m3+ ms+ m6+ ng + mrc+ m12 + m15)

=(^y+ -2+ m4+ m1 + m8+ mn+ mt3+rya)+(ry6+ry9 +m2t+m22+m2s +m26+m26+m31)

= I (r,z,n,z,r; 4 :,1 4,r 6,1 s,zl,zz,zs,26,2W t)

It is clear that the EXOR and equivalence are equal for five-variable functions,

and they are odd functions.

3. Inhibition and lnplication Functions:

The inhibition and implication functions are the complements of each other for

two-variable functions [4,5,8,10] as follows:

The hhibition: xly = a.rl

. I ,V
The complement: (x t yf = V.y' I = ,' * y

The implicationi x = y = at q y

Therefore, the complement of inhibition is equal to the implication for two-

variable functions. But for more than two variables, the inhibition and implication

are not the complements of each other as follows:
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a- Three-variable function:

(tty)t"=(ty'\"="y'",

The complement of inhibition: (d",1 = r' * r*,
The implication: (, = y)- 

" = (t, + y)- 
" =(r, + yl + 

" = ry, + 
"

since, the inhibition and implication are not comrnutative or associative [4,5], the

different combinations of x,yg win show also tlat the complement of inhibition is

not equal to the implication.

b- Four-variable function:

(. r x) r (1, r,) = (y,!t*,) = G,) G,l
={./) b, . ")=,,tyt +,,t,

The complement of inhibition:

(rr'y' +rr'"1 =(r'*r*y) (*,*"*r,)
=./ + wl x + */ zl + wl, +, + r"/ + */ y + ry + y"t

-- *t (t + t) + *t r, * "( * "')* *, y * ry *'o,
=*t+*/zt +, +*t y+xy+yrl

= *' i * "')* r0 + y) + wt y + yt
=wt + *+*/ y + y"t -*t (J+ y)+, + yr/

=wt + x+ yzl

The implication :(w = x)= $t = r)=(r, * r)=(y, * 
")

=(,' *,1 *(y, *")
=*tl +yl +"

ffi1..
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Therefore, the complement of inhibition and the implication are not equal, and we

can conclude that the inhibition and implication functions are the complements of

each other only for two variables.

4. Conclusions

r The EXOR and equivalence functions are the complements of each other when

the number of variables in the firnction is even (two, four, ...).

. The EXOR and equivalence functions are equal when the number of variables

in the funcfion is odd (three, five,...).

r The EXOR is always an odd function, but the equivalence is an even function

when the number of variables is even, andis an odd function when the number

of variables is odd.

o The inhibition and implication functions are the complements of each other

only for two-variable functions.
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